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Abstract. Cultivating objective of public security colleges is to transport high-quality probationary police officers with strong skills to front line of national public security, judicial and safeguarding departments. For young teachers undertaking the main teaching tasks, their teaching ability directly influences teaching quality of public security colleges and talent cultivation quality, so an emphasis must be laid on developing and improving teaching abilities of many young teachers.

Introduction
Teaching ability is prerequisite ability of a teacher to smoothly complete teaching activities. Teaching ability, which can be regarded as potential possibility of the teacher to reach teaching goal and obtain teaching effect, reflects direct and effective psychological features of individual teachers to smoothly complete teaching tasks. It is the most direct and obvious factor influencing teaching effect among various factors, as teaching ability of college teachers directly influences talent cultivation quality. Research on influencing factors of formation and development of teaching ability of public security college teachers is conductive to lay a foundation for how to elevate teaching ability of young public security college teachers.

Analysis of Factors Influencing Teaching Ability Development of Young Public Security College Teachers

Factors influencing formation and development of teaching ability of public security college teachers are quite complicated. A discourse will be made in this paper mainly from subjective and objective aspects.

Objective Factors. At present, position appointment system is basically implemented for teachers in regular colleges include public security colleges, under this system, if college teachers haven’t had any scientific research achievement for three years, four years or longer period, it will be considered that they don’t finish scientific research tasks, those in slight severe cases will be deducted with their subsidies and those in severe cases will have their professional titles degraded and even will be dismissed, but for young teachers occupied in heavy teaching tasks, they need to put major time and energy into teaching work, while realization of teaching achievements need long time and process, and recognition of teaching achievements is also difficult, so this system will certainly put young teachers engaged in teaching work in weak position in promotion through assessment. Teaching work can be quantified, but corresponding reasonable evaluation can’t be made on its quality, and as a direct result, young teachers will transfer their effort emphasis to scientific research while neglecting elevation of teaching ability.

In teaching work in public security colleges, teaching hours can be quantified, but there is no objective standard evaluating teaching quality as teaching process is a long-term and continuously accumulated process. Teaching will not get instant results while scientific research results can be quantified and measured. Once scientific research project or expenditure acquired and articles published, numbers can certify academic achievements, while teaching can’t be measured by number of students that one teacher teaches or scores obtained by students. Deficiency in teaching evaluation standard of young teachers will certainly affect teaching enthusiasm of young teachers.

Subjective Factors. Teaching is more an art than an ability of teachers. With continuously
deeper reform of public security education in recent years, public security colleges have
continuously stored talents with advanced scientific and cultural knowledge and technologies, but
whether new teachers have scientific teaching skills and advanced teaching methods can’t be
comprehensively measured during recruitment process. Especially most young public security
college teachers master’s and doctor’s degrees, but few of them graduate from normal colleges, and
even some young teachers have never contacted basic knowledge like pedagogy and educational
psychology, but instead, they directly act as front line teachers only after short-term and formalized
pre-job training, lectures attending and trial lectures. Even though these have certain effects on
teaching ability of young teachers, their effects are not obvious enough, and consequently, during
realistic teaching process, young teachers usually don’t know “what to teach” and “how to teach”,
they only repeat what the book says, and this will be bound to affecting knowledge-transference
effect and classroom teaching quality.

Young public security college teachers are short of professional ethics, and this is also one aspect
influencing their teaching ability. Teaching interest can influence one teacher’s professional ethics,
if teaching is out of the teacher’s interest in public security teaching itself, what he focuses on is not
only teaching effect but also utilization of teaching method and teaching aids during the whole
teaching process. The reason why some young teachers select teaching cause in public security
colleges is that they value relatively stable income in public security colleges but not out of their
enthusiasm for public security education cause generated from inner heart.

Approach to Improving Teaching Ability of Young Public Security College Teachers

Promote Transformation of Teaching Ability of Young Teachers. On the 30th Teacher’s Day
Symposium in Beijing Normal University, the general secretary—Xi Jinping pointed out that good
teachers were not inborn, but they exercised and grew in teaching management practice and
educational reform and development. Hence, it’s necessary for department of human resource
management of public security colleges to cooperate with teaching department and teaching teams
wholeheartedly, create conditions for young teachers through multiple channels and approaches,
facilitate continuous progress of young teachers, rapidly transform knowledge into teaching ability,
and make it possible for many young teachers to become research-based backbone force as soon as
possible.

Exert Promoting Effect of Teaching Teams. In nowadays society, individual force in one team
has minor influence on the team, while overall joint force of the team can generate great influence
on collective and society, and the influence is even subversive. For young teachers, transformation
of their individual teaching abilities can’t be realized within a short term, this transformation needs
continuous accumulation and sedimentation of individual teachers for a long time, especially needs
to be driven and promoted by teaching teams. Personnel management departments of public
security colleges should keep up with teaching demand of teachers, accurately master
characteristics and rules of teacher training management of public security colleges in the new
period, and put efforts to facilitate rapid improvement of teaching abilities of teachers.

Always Persist in Implementing Lecture Attending System of Young Teachers. Lecture
attending is a traditional way of improving teaching ability, but its effect on new young teachers is
obvious. Hence, we should adhere to carefully implementing lecture attending system among young
teachers. We should adopt multi-approach and multi-means of lecture attending system, expand
lecture attending scope, and incorporate quality courses at all levels, college courses under key
construction and courses undertaken by famous teaching masters. Moreover, we should encourage
young teachers to carefully summarize experience from attending lectures, reflect on their own
teaching situation, fish out a set of teaching methods appropriate for their own characteristics,
gradually cultivate inclusive teaching styles of fine sense of humor, and let students be fond of
attending classes and easily accept them.

Incorporate Teaching Ability and Quality into Teacher Performance Assessment. When
assessing young teacher performance, departments of human resource management in public
security colleges should place teaching and scientific research in the equally important positions
and make comprehensive and balanced assessment from two aspects—teaching ability and scientific research level, but shall not catch one and lose the other. In young teacher assessment management of public security colleges, a phenomenon of stressing scientific research while neglecting teaching ability exists extensively, which directly results in deficiency of teaching enthusiasm among young teachers, and they put most energy into scientific research to prepare for professional title evaluation while being careless in teaching and thinking about teaching methods, so their teaching quality falls. In reality, excessive emphasis on scientific research quantity will also appear, value of scientific research achievements is nothing significant, and academic value is greatly discounted. Therefore, public security colleges should change the situation: taking pure supervision from teaching supervision teams and teaching workload as basis for evaluating teaching work. They should establish conventional long-acting administrative evaluation systems like assessing basic teaching abilities, updating of teaching contents and utilization of teaching methods of young teachers. Besides, for assessment of teaching abilities of young teachers, they should take consideration of teaching hours, teaching effect and scientific research achievements in teaching reform.

**Create Favorable Campus Culture.** Favorable campus culture can facilitate young teachers’ acknowledgement of colleges, normalize teachers’ behaviors, cohere teachers’ strengths, stimulate dedication spirit of teachers, and improve their teaching abilities. Campus culture is an inimitable and irreplaceable intellectual impetus with college characteristics which can be established and completed only through preservation year after year. Young public security teachers have strong personalities and they stress self-growth and development, it’s necessary to build people-oriented campus cultural atmosphere, and construction of favorable campus culture needs college administrators to provide favorable system guarantee, effective mechanism, correct policies and relaxing campus atmosphere for exertion of staff competence so as to enhance young teachers’ enthusiasm and faith in teaching work, and in this way, they will give full play to their advantages and cont9nuously elevate their teaching level.

**Establish Reasonable and Effective Incentive Mechanism.** Departments of human resource management and educational administrative departments in public security colleges should cooperate in building and implementing incentive mechanism combining rewards and punishment. Based on reasonable evaluation on teaching effects, the incentive mechanism should openly commend young teachers with good teaching effects in a big way and provide them with opportunities to give lessons to in-service people’s policemen training and attend inter-college and international exchanges, and besides, they can give bonus to these teachers as a way of encouragement. Moreover, teaching effect can also be listed as one of performance conditions in professional title appraisal of young teachers. Teachers with poor teaching effects and poor teaching evaluation should be appropriately punished so as to enhance their awareness of unexpected development and promote young teachers to continuously and proactively explore into paths for elevating their teaching abilities.
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